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1 Equipment Safety Instructions 

The Minneapolis BlowerDoor must be connected to a power outlet installed and inspected 
by qualified personnel: 

Power fluctuations during the test, e.g. caused by construction machinery connected at the same 

time, can lead to speed variations of the BlowerDoor fan and consequently to fluctuations of the 

building or fan pressure. This impedes exact measurement. In such cases, the BlowerDoor 

should be connected directly to the power distributor at the construction site via an extension cord 

with a core cross section of at least 1.5 mm² (e.g. type H07 RRF). 

Do not operate the BlowerDoor fan if the motor, the controller, or any of the electrical connections 

are wet. 

Only use approved and inspected electrical wiring and connections. 

Press the power plug and the appliance connector firmly into their receptacles. Failure to do so 

can cause overheating and possible damage. 

 

The BlowerDoor fan is a very powerful and potentially dangerous piece of equipment if not 
used and maintained properly: 

Before connecting the speed controller to the fan, be sure that the toggle switch of the controller 

is at zero and that the control knob is turned completely to the left. 

If the fan housing, fan guards, blades, the controller, or the cords become damaged, do not 

operate the fan until repairs have been made. Ensure sufficient clearance of the fan blade tips 

relative to the fan housing. Examine the motor cooling holes for excessive dust build-up. Use a 

vacuum to remove dust or blow out the dust with compressed air. 

For long-term running of the BlowerDoor fan, e.g. while assessing leakage; use a smaller ring 

whenever possible. This ensures good airflow over the motor even at high fan speed and 

prevents it from overheating Do not operate the fan for long periods of time on low speed with 

open fan. 

If the motor gets too hot, it may experience a shut-down due to the thermal overload protection. If 

this happens, turn off the controller so that the fan does not restart unexpectedly after it has 

cooled down. 

To prevent excess pressure build-up, start all your BlowerDoor measurements with a small ring, 

typically a C-ring. 

 

Keep people, pets, and objects away from the fan when it is operating: 

In the event of unusual noises or vibrations, stop the fan for inspection and disconnect the power 

plug. If you cannot detect the source of the irregularities, contact the manufacturer/distributor. 

Keeping a minimum distance from the fan also contributes to higher measuring accuracy. When 

installing the fan make sure that you have a clearance of 1 to 2 meters around the fan, so that 

there are no obstructions to the air flow into and out of the fan. You will achieve highest 

measuring accuracy if you also maintain a side distance of at least 30cm from the fan air inlet. 
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The air blown out of the fan must flow outside unobstructed, i.e. when the air is blown into 
annexes, corridors and staircases, the doors and windows of the room must be wide open. 

Obstruction of the air flow in front of the flow rings can influence the flow reading and lead to 
inaccurate results. Do not stand directly in front of the fan, but at the side of it. 

 

Install the aluminum frame securely into the door opening. 

At a pressure differential of 50 Pa the load on the building envelope and the BlowerDoor panel is 
5 kg/m². This is why the aluminum frame has to be properly fitted and installed into the door 
opening to prevent it from coming loose or popping out during the test. Should the aluminum 
frame become loose when the test pressure increases, it will need to be re-installed. If properly 
installed, the aluminum frame can easily resist a test pressure of 100 Pascal. 

 

Make sure that the building air barrier is protected against damage. 

During the test, make sure that the air barrier is protected against tearing off with wood laths. If 
this is not the case, you must not apply more than 30 Pa of pressure differential. 

Always start with a small flow ring to prevent rapid, excessive pressure build-up. Caution: If you 
are unable to create an appropriate pressure differential with a suitable choice of ring, turn off the 
fan and take a walk through the building to make sure that all external doors and windows are 
closed and that there are no other large openings. 

 

Necessary airsealing of the building following the BlowerDoor analysis should be started 
in the attic area. 

If only air leaks on the ground floor or in the basement are sealed, while large leaks remain on the 
top floor or attic in the roof area, thermal bouyancy will increase negative pressure. This can 
cause combustion backdrafting in the heating boiler and moisture or gas (radon) penetration from 
the ground. 

 

Be sure that open fires in heating boilers, fire places and woodstoves are completely out 
before starting a test. 

Ongoing combustion processes during a depressurization test may lead to flames being sucked 
out of the combustion air inlet. This is a fire hazard. In addition, combustion products could spill 
into the building. 

Fire places in attached spaces can also be a risk if the chimney is shared and not sealed off from 
the apartment tested. 

If open fires cannot be extinguished, only pressurization test methods should be applied. 

Other than that, it is recommended to use only pressurization tests if you want to prevent fine 
particles, spores and other harmful substances from building parts from being pulled into the 
occupied part of the building or unit – something that could occur in a depressurization test. 
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2 Installing the TECTITE Express Software for  
Automated BlowerDoor Measurements 

The TECTITE Express software is a control program which allows you to control the BlowerDoor 
from a laptop and to conduct automated BlowerDoor measurements. 

System requirements: Windows 98 or higher 

 

Set-up 

Locate the set-up file TECTITE_Express_Language_Version_setup.exe on the CD supplied to 
you. 

Start the automatic installation of the software by doubleclicking with the mouse on the file.. 

Then follow the set-up instructions of the installation guide on the screen. 

If you accept all settings proposed by the installation guide, the TECTITE Express program will 
automatically be saved under the path C:\Programme\Energy Conservatory. All files created by 
TECTITE Express will be saved under the path C:\MyFiles. 

 

Test File 

On the CD you will find a sample building test file with the file extension .bld. Open this file in the 
TECTITE Express and work on it. It is not necessary to set up or connect the measuring 
equipment to work in the file. 
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3 Installing the BlowerDoor Testing Equipment 

3.1 BlowerDoor System Components 

 

 

Transportable BlowerDoor equipment consists of the fan, the 

disassembled aluminium frame in a gray bag, and the case with 

the test instrumentation containing the red BlowerDoor panel, the 

measuring gauge, the tube set and the speed controller, as well as 

the leakage detection device of your choice (accessory). 

 

 

BlowerDoor fan and flow rings A to E. 

When inserting the rings, the letters face up to not damage the 

cable routing through Ring C. 

 

Aluminium frame consisting of 2 vertical frame pieces (sides), 

2 horizontal frame pieces (top and bottom), and 2 cross bars (the 

lower one is equipped with Velcro for strapping on the fan). 

 

End of external frame            End of cross bar 
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Speed Controller

 

Pressure Gauges DG-700 and APT 

For automated measurements use the DG-700 or the APT.  

 
 

DG-700 

DG-700 pressure and flow gauge for automated and manual 
BlowerDoor measurements 

 

 

APT (alternative to DG-700) 

APT pressure and flow gauge for automated BlowerDoor 
measurements  
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3.2 Installing the BlowerDoor Measurement System 

 
 

The BlowerDoor Measurement System is installed in an exterior 
doorway of the building. It is usually fixed in a French door on the 
ground floor (lowest floor of the tested building envelope) since the 
main entrance door is often not airtight and should thus be 
included in the measurement.  

Air flow through the fan must be unobstructed. A minimum 
clearance of 3m around the fan inlet and outlet is required. 

 
 

The BlowerDoor is controlled from the inside. The complete 
BlowerDoor equipment is put inside the room chosen for the 
installation.  

 

A power connection (230V) is required (power outlet or cable drum 
with hook-up to the power distributor at the construction site). 

 

To prepare the building close all exterior doors and windows, open 
all interior doors, and apply temporary sealing if necessary. 
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3.2.1 Installing the Outside Building Pressure Tubing 

 

The transparent 10m-tube for measuring the outside pressure for 
the pressure differential of the building (measuring point for 
reference pressure) is placed at a distance of about 10m from the 
building. At its end, slip on a T-piece to protect the tubing against 
oncoming flow.  

Once the aluminium frame with the panel has been installed, the 
other end of the tubing is later connected to the panel from the 
outside.  

 

3.2.2 Installing the BlowerDoor Mounting Frame and Panel 

The frame and the panel are installed and dismounted from the inside of the building. 

 
 

Before assembling the frame release all cam levers of the frame 
elements (see illustration). 

 
 

The 4 mitered external frame bars are assembled with a push-
button catch (push down the button, join the frame elements and 
let the button lock in position). 

Be sure that the cam levers are all on the same side of the frame. 
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Once the four external elements of the aluminium frame have 
been assembled, the frame is loosely adjusted to the dimensions 
of the door opening (leave about a finger’s width on all sides).  

Slide the frame into the door opening. 

Once you have released the adjustment knobs, slide the frame 
elements apart. To fix the respective length, retighten the knobs. 

 
 

Adjust the frame height by extending or shortening the side 
elements of the frame. Adjust the frame width by loosening the 
knobs on the bottom and top elements. 

To leave enough space for installing the panel, do not fully 
adjust the frame to the door opening. Leave about one 
finger’s width of space.  

 

 

Unfold the BlowerDoor panel on the floor (the inside with the 
Velcro straps is facing up) and place the prepared aluminium 
frame on top.  

Loosely fold the panel around the frame and secure it with the 
Velcro straps.  
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Before inserting the frame in the door opening, run the transparent 
outside building pressure tubing through the connecting patch at 
the bottom of the panel.  

 

 
 

You are now ready to fit the frame and panel into the door 
opening. Put one foot on the bottom frame piece and one hand 
against the top frame element. Loosen the adjustment knob of one 
of the side elements. Slide its pieces apart and press them into the 
door opening. Once you have fixed the height, retighten the knob. 
Then repeat the procedure on the other side: Loosen the 
adjustment knob, slide apart the frame element, and retighten the 
knob. Use the same method for the horizontal elements to adjust 
the frame width. 

 

Finally, engage all 4 cam levers. This tightly secures the frame in 
the door opening. 
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To further stabilize the frame, hook the horizontal cross bars into 
the slots on the side elements of the frame. Put in the cross bar 
with the Velcro strap (to later fix the fan) above the opening for the 
fan. Place the second cross bar where you can best stabilize the 
frame. 

Installing the cross bars: release adjustment knobs, slide cross bar 
elements apart, hook ends into side frame elements, retighten 
adjusting knobs, engage cam lever to tighten the frame. 

 

 

Test frame stability and setting by rattling at the cross bar. If 
the position of the frame changes retighten it once more  

If your power supply is located outside of the building, now run the 
cable from the cable drum through the opening for the fan. 
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3.2.3 Installing the BlowerDoor Fan, the Flow Rings, and the Speed Controller 

 
 

For a depressurization test fit the fan in the elastic panel collar. 
The flow ring must be facing towards the inside of the room. The 
rubber pad on the bottom of the fan casing is set on the lower 
frame piece. The elastic panel collar should fit snugly around the 
fan casing. 

 
 

The Velcro strap at the lower frame crossbar vertically holds the 
fan in place and stabilizes it. Pull it tightly through the fan handle 
and secure it.  

 

 
 

View of the BlowerDoor fan with flow rings A, B, and C 

Each flow ring has a measuring range, in which the greatest 
accuracy will be achieved. When the air flow falls below the lower 
limit of the ring, install a smaller flow ring. When the upper limit is 
reached, the ring must be removed to make the aperture larger. 

When conducting automated tests, the software will indicate a 
necessary change of flow rings. Otherwise, no measured value is 
read when the air flow falls below the lower limit. When the 
maximum flow ring capacity range is reached, the building 
pressure differential is not established. 

 

To change the flow rings (here the new flow ring is larger) rotate 
the fastener clips to release them, and remove the flow ring. Insert 
flow rings with the respective letter facing up. 
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View of open fan and of fan with Rings A, B, and C 

    
 

Using Rings D and E 

Ring D attaches directly to the center of Ring B (remove Ring C before inserting Ring D). The 

letter “D” faces upward. When using Ring D or E it is necessary to connect the red tube for 

measuring air flow (fan pressure) to Ring D. 

  

 

 
 

Closing the fan with the fan cover 

To determine the existing or baseline building pressure, pull the 

fan cover over the fan. During automated tests you will auto-

matically be requested to do so.  

 

 

The speed controller with the DG-700 is hung onto the upper 

crossbar. Before connecting the speed controller to the fan, be 

sure that the toggle switch of the controller is in “off”-position and 

that the control knob is turned completely to the left (minimum). 

Power is supplied to the fan via the speed controller. 

For the installation of the APT consult Chapter 3.4 Installing and 

Connecting the APT Pressure Gauge. 
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Now connect the speed controller to the BlowerDoor fan and the 
power supply. 

 

  

3.2.4 Tubing Connections to Nylon Panel and Fan 

 
 

For the pressure differential measurement of the building  connect 
the green tube to the connecting patch at the bottom right corner 
of the panel. Outside of the building the transparent tubing for the 
outside building pressure connects to the same patch. 

 

 
 

For the pressure differential measurement of the fan (to determine 
the air flow) connect the red tube to the fan connection marked in 
red (measuring ring for Rings A, B, C, and open fan) and 
connect the blue tube to the fan connection marked in blue 
(reference). 

 

For the pressure differential measurement of the fan (to determine 
the air flow) when measuring with Rings D and E connect the red 
tubing to the connection on Ring D and the blue tubing with the 
fan connection marked in blue (reference). 
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3.3 Installing and Connecting the DG-700 Pressure Gauge 

3.3.1 The DG-700 

 

The DG-700 is a digital pressure gauge with 2 differential pressure 
channels. The measuring gauge can be used for air tightness 
testing in the following ways: 

x The DG-700 can automatically maintain the BlowerDoor at a constant building pressure of 50 
PA (for leakage detection) as well as of 25 PA or 0 PA (Cruise feature).  

x If used along with a laptop and the TECTITE Express control program, the DG-700 
automatically controls the BlowerDoor. Not only can you maintain a constant building pressure 
for leakage detection, but you can also conduct fully automated series of measurements to 
determine the air flow V50 (m³/h) at depressurization and pressurization. 

x Alternatively, conduct manual measurements and read the differential pressures from the 
display. 

At regular intervals, the measuring gauge carries out auto-zeroing of the sensors (in the operating 
state you will hear a clicking sound). 

 Do not change the position or location of the measuring gauge during the measurement. 
 

3.3.2 Installing the DG-700 and Connecting it to the Power Supply 

 

The DG-700 is attached above the speed controller. Secure it with 
the Velcro straps at the back of the measuring gauge and on the 
mounting board. 

The DG-700 is powered by 6 AA batteries (for up to about 100 
hours of operation). We recommend using Alkaline or 
rechargeable batteries with this gauge. 

Whenever the gauge is turned on, the battery voltage is measured 
and temporarily displayed on the right display area (Channel B). 
When the measured battery voltage drops below 6 V the low 
battery icon BAT begins to blink in the Channel B display area. It 
is time to replace the batteries. 

Once the batteries have fully discharged, the words LO BAT 
appear and the DG-700 will no longer function. 

Before replacing the batteries turn off the gauge. 
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3.3.3 Connecting the Speed Controller to the DG-700 

 
 

For automated measurements connect the DG-700 to the speed 
controller of the BlowerDoor fan with the fan control cable (cable 
with two jack plugs). 

 

 
 

 
Fan control jack at the DG-700 

 

 
 
Communication jack at the speed controller 
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3.3.4 Connecting the Tubing to the DG-700 

Do not change the position or location of the measuring gauge during the measurement. 

 

Connecting the Tubing to the DG-700 

Channel A: Building Pressure Differential 

INPUT: open 
(building pressure) 

REF (reference): green tubing 
(outside pressure) 

Channel B: Fan Pressure Differential 

INPUT: red tubing 
(fan pressure) 

REF (reference): blue tubing 
(fan reference pressure) 

 

In case of turbulence at the measuring gauge during the measurement due to unfavourable 
installation conditions (e.g. narrow corridor), additionally slip a piece of tubing on Channel A 
(Input). Place its end away from the flow of the fan (keep the end of this tubing inside the 
building). 

 

green blue 

red 
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3.3.5 Connecting a Laptop to the DG-700 

 
 

To conduct automated measurements with a laptop and the 

TECTITE Express software connect the laptop to the DG-700 and 

the DG-700 to the speed controller 

 
 

 

DB-9 serial cable for establishing a communication link between 

the DG-700 and the laptop.  

 
 

Left marking: DB-9 serial communication port for the link to the 

laptop. 

Right marking: Fan control output jack for the fan control cable 

linking to the speed controller (jack plugs). 

For automated measurements connect both cables 

 

 

The communication link to the laptop usually also requires a USB 

to DB-9 Serial adapter since more recent generations of laptops 

no longer feature “real“ serial ports. 

 

Note:  
If the TECTITE Express software does not find the DG-700, set the number of the virtual COM 

port in the Device Manager to a number between 1 and 9 (TECTITE 3.6 and higher) or between 1 

and 4 (earlier versions of TECTITE Express). 
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3.4 Installing and Connecting the APT Pressure Gauge 

3.4.1 The APT 

 

The APT is a digital differential pressure gauge with 2 to 8 pressure 
channels – depending on the model – and 8 analog input channels for 
connecting sensors (temperature, relative humidity, etc.). For air tightness 
measurements, the gauge can be used in the following ways: 

x If used along with a laptop and the TECTITE Express control 
software, the APT controls the BlowerDoor automatically. Not only can 
you maintain a constant building pressure for leakage detection, but 
you can also conduct fully automated series of measurements to 
determine the air flow V50 (m³/h) at depressurization and 
pressurization. 

At regular intervals, the measuring gauge carries out auto-zeroing of the 
pressure sensors (in the operating state you will hear a clicking sound). 

 Do not change the position or location of the measuring gauge during the measurement. 

 

3.4.2 Installing the APT and Connecting it to the Power Supply 

 
 

The APT and the speed controller can be attached to the laptop stand. 

 

 

The APT comes with a power supply. The gauge also includes an internal 
battery with a capacity of about 4 to 6 hours of testing. The battery is 
charged when the power supply is connected. The green light indicates 
that the power supply is connected to the APT. 
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Note:  
Before using the APT for the first time charge the battery for 24 

hours and then regularly recharge it every 2 to 3 weeks (e.g. 

during testing). If the APT has not been used for a while, charge 

the battery overnight before beginning testing. Be sure the On/Off 

switch is set to Off when not using the APT. 

 

 

3.4.3 Connecting the Speed Controller to the APT 

 
 

To conduct automated measurements with the APT connect it to 

the speed controller of the fan with the Fan Control Cable (see 

photo). 

 

 
 

 

Fan control jack at the APT 

 

 

 

 

Communication jack at the speed controller 
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3.4.4 Connecting the Tubing to the APT 

 

Turn the APT ON 

Do not change the position or location of the measuring gauge 
during the measurement 

 

 

 

 

Connecting the Tubing to the APT 

Channel P1: Building Pressure Differential 

REF (reference): green tubing 
(outside pressure) 

Channel P2: Fan Pressure Differential 

INPUT: red tubing 
(fan pressure) 

REF (reference): blue tubing 
(fan reference pressure) 
 

 

 

In case of turbulences at the measuring gauge during the 
measurement due to unfavourable installation conditions (e.g. 
narrow corridor), additionally slip a piece of tubing on Channel P1 
(Input). Place its end away from the flow of the fan (keep this end 
of the tubing inside the building). 

 

red 

blue green 

red 

blue green 

clear  
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3.4.5 Connecting a Laptop to the APT 

 
 

To conduct automated measurements with a laptop and the 
TECTITE Express software connect the laptop to the APT and the 
APT to the speed controller. 

 

 
 

 
DB-9 serial cable for establishing a communication link between 
the APT and the laptop. 

 

 
 

Left marking: Fan control output jack for the fan control cable 
linking to the speed controller. 

Right Marking: DB-9 serial communication port for the link to the 
laptop. 

For automated measurements connect both cables. 

 

 

 
The communication link to the laptop usually also requires a USB 
to DB-9 Serial adapter since more recent generations of laptops 
no longer feature “real“ serial ports. 

 

 
Note:  
If the TECTITE Express software does not recognize the APT, set the number of the virtual COM 
port in the device manager to a number between 1 and 9 (TECTITE 3.6 and higher) or between 1 
and 4 (earlier versions of TECTITE Express). 
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3.5 Gauge Set-up for Depressurization and Pressurization Tests 

3.5.1 Depressurization Measurements 

The rings of the fan face to the inside and air is drawn out of the building. 

 

Channel B / P2 – Fan Pressure 

Red Tubing 

Connection to fan (red point) 

Blue Tubing 
Connection to fan (blue point) 

Channel A / P1 – Building Pressure 

Green Tubing 
Connection at the bottom right corner of the 
panel (On the outside the tubing is extended 
by the 10m transparent tubing) 
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3.5.2 Pressurization Measurements 

For pressurization measurements turn the fan 
around. The rings face to the outside and air is drawn 
into the building. 
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4 Computer-Controlled Measurements with  
TECTITE Express 

Testing of the airtight layer in accordance with the European Measuring Standard EN 13829 is 

conducted with the TECTITE Express software. Not only does TECTITE Express provide easy 

entry of all data relevant for the test report according to the standard, but it also allows you to 

conduct one-point measurements for leakage detection. 

 
 

 

Once you have installed the data CD use the icon on 

your desktop to open TECTITE EXPRESS. 

 

 

The TECTITE starting screen will now appear. 

 

To begin a new measurement select the item File / 

New Test in the menu bar. 

 

In the following you will find more information on the main screens. For information on further 

screens consult the Help function in TECTITE Express provided for each screen. 
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Building Test Info 

Enter all data and parameters relevant to the 
measurement here. 

 

 

Comments Screen 

For additional comments, e.g. the installation 
location of the BlowerDoor Measurement 
System, temporary sealing, or the condition of 
the building at the time of the measurement. 

 

Test Settings Screen 

Use this screen to select the measuring 
standard and the test mode (depressurization 
or pressurization) as well as to change the 
pre-selected pressure differential measure-
ment series. 

 

EN 13829 Data Entry Screen 

Enter all data relevant to the measuring 
standard here. 
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Test Graph Screen (measurement and 
leakage curve) 

Control the automated measurement with 
TECTITE Express using this screen. 

A green status bar indicates that the DG-700 
or the APT has been connected correctly and 
has been recognized by the software. A grey 
status bar indicates that all connections and 
jacks of the connecting cables need to be 
checked. Also check if the gauge is on. For 
more information consult the appendix 

To draw up the testing report according to the standard the building is first analyzed for leakages 
at a constant negative pressure of 50 Pascal. Then, a series of measurements at depressuriza-
tion and pressurization is recorded and saved. 

 

4.1 Leakage Detection with TECTITE Express at Constant 
Depressurization 

 

For a first assessment of the air tightness of a 
building and for locating leakages during a 
walk through the building generate a constant 
pressure differential – usually –50PA 
(depresssurization) in the building. 

Select Options – Display Large Meters in 
the menu bar to activate large status windows 
of the most important values measured. 

 

 Display Large Meters Screen 

Once you have activated the Cruise button, 
the control program TECTITE Express guides 
you to the start of the BlowerDoor fan by 
requesting more data. In this mode, maintain 
a constant pressure differential (usually 50 
Pascal) for an unlimited time until the 
measurement is stopped. 

 

 
Deactivate the large view by deselecting the menu item Option / Display Large Meters. 
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4.2 Starting a Series of Measurements with TECTITE Express in 
accordance with EN 13829 

 

Test Graph Screen (Auto Method) 

Start an automated airtightness test by 

clicking on the Start Test button. The 

software will interactively guide you through 

all necessary steps. 

 

Test Results Screen 

This screen gives you an overview of your 

test results. 

Saving Test Files / Viewing and Printing 

Test Reports  

The menu item File allows you to 

x save the test results, 

x print the Test Report, 

x view the Test Report with all important 

data 

 

For more detailed information on the respective screens, notes, and warnings a Help button is 

provided for each screen.  
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5 Creating a Test Report with MS Excel 

You frequently may want to create a test report according to your own requirements. With the 

Excel file Blank_BlowerDoor_Certificate.xls, your file previously created in TECTITE Express 

can be read into Excel. 

 

First, copy the file 

Blank_BlowerDoor-Certificate.xlt 
to your computer’s hard disk.  

Open the file. 

Note that the file contains macros for 

importing the bld-file from TECTITE 

Express. In order for the import function to 

work, set the macro safety level in Excel 

to low and activate the macros when asked 

to do so.  

Save the file using a different file name. 

 

Click on the Read button. 

In the window that opens, select the 

desired measurement (bld-file). 

Once you have selected the bld-file, all 

measured values will automatically be 

imported into the Excel file. 
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The Excel file contains several worksheets, including the measurement series with the readings 

and the graph of the test series (see figures below). Make sure that all data are complete and 

correct. If necessary, enter your country-specific limits.  

You are now ready to print the individual worksheets by using the “Print” command in the menu 

bar. 

BlowerDoor Test

EN 13829
Minneapolis BlowerDoor Modell 4 - Tectite Express 3.6.6.0

Object: EFH Mustermann Technician:Muster

31000 Hildesheim Date: 04.09.2006

Temperature and Wind Conditions
 

Inside Temperature: 21 °C Wind Force: 3

Outside Temperature: 16 °C (Außen)Referenzmessstellen: 1

Barometric Pressure: (Standard): 101325 Pa Building Wind Exposure: B

Uncertainty because of Wind (Table Geißler): 9 %

Depressurization Pressurization

Zero Flow 'p01+ 'p01- 'p02+ 'p02- Zero Flow 'p01+ 'p01- 'p02+ 'p02-

(baseline) 0,0 Pa -0,3 Pa 0,4 Pa -0,6 Pa (baseline) - -0,7 Pa - -0,7 Pa

Sets of Measurement

Ring Building Fan Fan Flow Tolerance Ring Building Fan Fan Flow Tolerance

Pressure Pressure Vr Pressure Pressure Vr

O ABCDE [Pa] [Pa] [m³/h] [%] O ABCDE [Pa] [Pa] [m³/h] [%]

'p
01 -0,3

'p
01 -0,7

A -70 51 1919 -0,26 A 69 45 1803 0,74

A -65 47 1846 -0,05 A 64 39 1687 -1,99

A -60 44 1772 1,03 A 60 38 1650 0,34

A -55 38 1647 -0,96 A 54 34 1557 0,27

A -51 35 1580 0,07 A 49 30 1471 -0,13

A -45 30 1478 0,62 A 44 27 1407 1,41

A -41 26 1368 -0,30 B 39 259 1292 -0,09

B -34 239 1242 0,38 B 34 222 1195 -0,23

B -30 197 1128 -1,28 B 29 183 1087 0,37

B -26 170 1048 0,78 B 25 150 983 -0,65

'p
02 -0,2

'p
02 -0,7

Correlation Coefficient r: 0,999 Correlation Coefficient r: 0,999

Cenv [m³/(h Pa

n

)] 135 max. 145 min. 126 Cenv [m³/(h Pa

n

)] 150 max. 163 min. 138

CL [m³/(h Pa

n

)] 136 max. 145 min. 127 CL [m³/(h Pa

n

)] 150 max. 163 min. 138

n [-] 0,62 max. 0,64
min. 0,60 n [-] 0,59 max. 0,61

min. 0,56

Results V = 436 m³ A
F
 = 163 m² A

E
 = 457 m²

V50 Uncertainty n50 Uncertainty w50 Uncertainty q50 Uncertainty

m³/h % 1/h % m³/m²h % m³/m²h %

Depressurisation 1551 +/- 11 % 3,6 +/- 13 % 9,5 +/- 13 % 3,4 +/- 13 %

Pressurisation 1486 +/- 11 % 3,4 +/- 13 % 9,1 +/- 13 % 3,3 +/- 13 %

Average 1519 +/- 11 % 3,5 +/- 13 % 9,3 +/- 13 % 3,3 +/- 13 %

Regulation complied with:

Grenzwert:

Confidence interval Confidence interval

EnEV
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6 Leakage Detection and Automated One-Point 
Measurement with the DG-700 (without laptop). 

Testing the airtight layer with the BlowerDoor test during construction is a prerequisite to ensure 

good quality of the building envelope. In this state, leakages can be detected and rework on the 

airtight barrier can be carried out. By using a BlowerDoor Measurement System with the digital 

pressure gauge DG-700 with Cruise function (Cruise Control) a constant pressure differential of 

50 Pascals is automatically generated in the building. While carrying out sealing measures on the 

airtight barrier, the DG-700 (without connection to a computer) automatically readjusts the 

BlowerDoor fan to maintain the constant 50 Pascal pressure differential. The DG-700 also 

displays the air flow at the 50 Pascal pressure differential.  

The BlowerDoor Cruise Control also allows you a quick assessment of building air tightness in 

existing buildings. 

6.1 Conducting the Measurement 

 
 

DG-700 with Cruise Function (Cruise Control): 

The red lettering on the keys Config, Clear, Start, and Enter 
shows that the DG-700 is equipped with the Cruise function.  

The black labelling indicates manually controlled measuring 

functions, the red labelling indicates Cruise functions (automated 

control of the BlowerDoor). 

Use the ON / OFF key to turn on the measuring gauge. To activate 

the Cruise function press Enter / Begin Cruise.  

To start the fan, press Start / Start Fan. To stop the fan, press 

Clear / Stop Fan. 

 

 

Turning On the DG-700 

When you turn on the DG-700 it is set to the PR/FL@50 mode:  

(Pressure / Flow at 50 Pa that is differential pressure / air flow at 

50 Pa in m³/h). 

 

This mode is displayed in the bottom left cell of the display. Channel A will now measure the 

building pressure differential. Channel B displays the calculated air flow at 50 Pascal building 

pressure differential dependent on the flow ring inserted before. 
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Choosing the Flow Ring and the BlowerDoor Model 

Install the desired flow ring on the BlowerDoor fan. It is advisable 
to start with Ring C (to avoid excess pressure differences in 
buildings unknown to you). 

Select the flow ring by pressing the Config button of the DG-700 
several times. The currently selected flow ring is displayed in the 
upper right cell of the right display area. 

Example:  
If you conduct the measurement with open fan, the display reads OPEN. If you use Ring A, it 
shows A1, with RING B it reads B2, with Ring C it displays C3, with Ring D it shows D, and with 
Ring E it reads E. 

The BlowerDoor model is displayed in the upper cell of the left display area. The default test 
device is the current Model 4 (BD 4). When conducting measurements with the older Model 3 
(230V) or the Duct Bluster B press the Device button to toggle through the available test devices 
and select your model BD 3 220 (Volt) or DB B. 

 

 

Turning on the Controller 

Turn the control knob all the way to the left. Now turn on the controller.
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Activating the Cruise Control Function on the DG-700 

To activate the Cruise Control function of the DG-700, press the 
Enter / Begin Cruise button. The display above Channel A will 
now show the 50 Pascal (your target Cruise pressure) and the 
word CRUISE will begin to blink. 

 
 

 

Starting the Measurement 

Push the button Start / Start Fan. The fan will now automatically 
increase speed until the building depressurization is approximately 
50 Pascal. 

The right display area will now show the 50 Pascal leakage 
estimate V50 in m³/h dependent on the inserted flow ring. 

 
 

 
 

Ending the Measurement 

Turn off the fan and stop the measurement by pressing the button 
Clear / Stop Fan. Note: Record all measured values before 
turning off the fan. 

 

No Substitute for Measurement according to European Standard DIN EN 13829 

           Even when including the natural pressure differential the one-point measurement is 
no substitute for a measurement in accordance with Standard (DIN EN 13829). If such a 
measurement is required, it is necessary to conduct a test with a series of measurements 
with a laptop and the TECTITE Express software. 
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6.2 Notes on the DG-700 Display 

Estimating the air flow at 50 Pascal 

The 50 Pascal leakage rate is estimated using the following equation: 

Air Leakage Rate V50 (m³/h) at 50 Pascal = 
Measured BlowerDoor Air Flow Rate V (m³/h) * [50 Pa / Current Test Pressure (Pa)]0,65 

Estimated Air Change Rate 

To determine the air change rate n50 (1/h) the displayed leakage rate V50 is divided by the 
internal building volume. 

Air Change Rate n50 = 
Leakage Rate V50 (on Channel B) / Internal Volume of the Building (V) 

Changing Flow Rings 

If you need to change flow rings, turn off the fan. Then use the Config / Cruise Target 
button to change the selected flow ring on the DG-700. 

Beeping Sound During Cruise 

If the selected flow ring is too small for the building (you cannot achieve the 50 Pascal test 
pressure), after a short while you will hear a beeping sound. End the measurement by 
pressing the button Clear / Stop Fan and remove the current flow ring. Select the next 
sized flow ring by pressing the button Config / Cruise Target. Then restart the 
measurement by pressing Start / Start Fan. Be sure the fan is off when changing flow 
rings. 

Channel B shows “----“ instead of a Flow Reading 

“-----“ is continuously displayed on the Channel B display when the building test pressure 
measured on Channel A is below a minimum value of 10 Pascal. Depressurization is not 
achieved. Extrapolating to calculate the leakage rate at 50 Pascals may result in errors. If 
possible repeat the measurement with a larger flow ring. Be sure the fan is off when 
changing flow rings. 

Possible causes for overly low test pressure: 

o The building is leaky 
o or too large for the selected flow ring. 
o Windows or exterior doors are not completely closed. 

Channel B continuously displays ”LO“ instead of a Flow Reading 

LO is continuously displayed when the selected flow ring is too large. You are trying to 
measure a flow that falls below the calibrated range of the flow ring. In such cases repeat 
the measurement with the next smaller flow ring. Be sure the fan is off when changing flow 
rings. 

Possible causes for falling short of the measuring range: 

o The building has a very tight building envelope 
o and / or is very small. 
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Channel B alternates between a flow reading and “LO“ 

“LO“ alternates with a flow reading when the air flow reading is unreliable. This is the case 
when you are trying to measure a flow outside of the calibrated range of the flow ring. If 
the fan is running at very low speed, the measurement can be repeated with the next 
smaller ring. Be sure the fan is off when changing flow rings. 

Strong Fluctuations 

If the leakage estimate is fluctuating more than desired, change the Time Averaging 
setting on the gauge by pressing the Time AVG button and choosing the 5 or 10 second 
or Long-term averaging period. The selected time averaging period is displayed in the 
lower cell on Channel B. The default time averaging period is 1 second average. (The 
display reads “1“.) 

 

6.3 Recording and Storing Baseline Building Pressure  
in the DG-700 

To be able to estimate the leakage rate V50 at 50 Pascal test pressure as accurately as possible 
we need to account for existing pressures on the building caused by stack, wind, or other driving 
forces. This existing or baseline building pressure 'p0 can be measured before the actual test 
with the fan sealed off. 

With the fan sealed off (no-flow plate installed or fan cover slipped on), press the Baseline button 
to initiate the baseline feature. Press Start to begin the baseline measurement. The left display 
(Channel A) will show a long-term average baseline pressure reading (i.e. the baseline building 
pressure). The right display area (Channel B) is used as a timer in seconds to show the elapsed 
measurement time. After approximately 30 to 60 seconds, press the Enter button to end the 
measurement. In addition to the long-term average baseline pressure reading the Channel A 
display will now show an ADJ icon to indicate that the baseline adjusted pressure reading is 
displayed. When increasing fan speed, the test pressure is adjusted by this value so that the test 
pressure applied to the building envelope is changed by 50 PA from the baseline pressure. 
Pressing the Clear button clears the baseline measurement buffer. 

Take the no-flow plate/fan cover off the fan. 
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Appendix A Specifications and Calibration Parameters 

A.1 Minneapolis BlowerDoor Specifications 

Component Specifications – Minneapolis BlowerDoor Model 4 (4.1). Updated 2007. 

BlowerDoor Fan 
Maximum Flow: approx. 7,200 m3/h with open fan and at a 50 Pa pressure differential

Minimum Flow: 19 m³/h with Ring E. 

Fan Weight: approx. 15 kg. 

Flow Accuracy: +/- 4 % using DG-700 or APT:  

Rings D and E: +/- 5% or 1.7 m³/h, whichever is greater 

Power Supply: 230 V AC, 50 Hz, 10 A, Protection Class 1 

Input < 1,000 Watt 

Noise Emission: At a distance of 1 m < 80 dB (on average 60 dB) 

Ambient Conditions: - 10 °C to 40 °C, air humidity < 90 % relative humidity 

BlowerDoor Mounting Frame Standard (continuously adjustable) 
Material: Extruded aluminium 

Minimum and Maximum 

Width: 

0.70 m to 1.14 m 

Minimum and Maximum 

Height: 

1.30 m to 2.41 m. 

Seal: EPDM flexible gasket 

BlowerDoor Panel 
Material: Nylon with built-in vinyl window 

Digital Pressure Gauge DG-700 
Accuracy: +/-1% of pressure reading or 0.15 Pa (whichever is greater) with the 

DG-700 or the APT 

Digital Pressure Gauge APT 
Accuracy: +/-1% of pressure reading or 0.15 Pa (whichever is greater) with the 

DG-700 or the APT 
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A.2 Calibration Parameters (Updated January 2007) 

Model 4 and 4.1 (230V) Calibration Parameters: 

Fan Configuration Calibration Parameters 

  C   n 

Open Fan Flow (m³/h) =  745.3 � (Fan Pressure in Pa) 0.4848 

Ring A installed Flow (m³/h) =  273.2 � (Fan Pressure in Pa) 0.4952 

Ring B installed Flow (m³/h) =  81.68 � (Fan Pressure in Pa) 0.4968 

Ring C installed Flow (m³/h) =  19.30 � (Fan Pressure in Pa) 0.5157 

Ring D installed Flow (m³/h) =  12.31 � (Fan Pressure in Pa) 0.5032 

Ring E installed Flow (m³/h) =  4.76 � (Fan Pressure in Pa) 0.5166 

These calibration parameters apply to fans with clearance of the motor relative to the fan housing 

within certain tolerances (See Maintenance Notes and Tips) and free of physical damage. 

 

A.3 Correcting the Air Density of the Flow Reading according to 
Manufacturer’s Specifications 

 

flow measured (m³/h) = flow read �(m³/h) � 

 1.204 kg/m³ 

 actual air density (kg/m³) *) 

*) Use the density of air flowing through the fan. At depressurization this is the air density of the inside air 
and at pressurization it is the density of the outside air. 

Note: 
The TECTITE Express software supplied automatically corrects the density. 

 

A.4 Calibration Parameters for Flow Rings 

Flow Ring 
Minimum Fan 

Pressure 
(Pa) 

Minimum 
Flow (m³/h) 

Maximum Flow at 50 Pa 
(m³/h) 

Open Fan 25 3549 ca. 7200 

Ring A 25 1345 ca. 3900 

Ring B 20 362 ca. 1600 

Ring C 15 78 ca. 430 

Ring D 15 48 ca. 190 

Ring E 15 19 ca. 70 

The fan is calibrated up to a building pressure differential of 80Pa. Pressure differentials up to 100 

Pa are possible as long as the measuring points run along the regression line. 
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Appendix B Calibration, Maintenance, and Troubleshooting 

B.1 DG-700 

Calibration 

According to manufacturer’s specification recalibration of the DG-700 is recommended every 12 
months. 

Battery Replacement 

The DG-700 is powered by 6 AA batteries (for up to about 100 hours of operation) located in the 
rear battery compartment. We recommend using Alkaline or rechargeable batteries. 

Troubleshooting / Resetting the DG-700 

If the DG-700 display locks up, take the following steps to reset the gauge. 

x Turn the DG-700 off for 5 seconds and then turn it back on. 

x If turning the gauge on and off does not take care of the problem, reset as follows: 
Remove the batteries, hold down the ON/OFF button for 5 seconds, replace the batteries, and 
turn the gauge back on. 

 

B.2 APT (Automated Performance Testing System) 

Calibration 

According to manufacturer’s specification recalibration of the DG-700 is recommended every 12 
months. 

Battery and State of Charge of the APT 

Before using the APT for the first time charge the battery for 24 hours and then regularly 
recharge it every 2 to 3 weeks (e.g. during testing). If the APT has not been used for a while, 
charge the battery overnight before beginning testing. The battery is charged when the power 
supply is connected to the APT. 

The APT cannot be operated with a defective battery. If your battery is defective, have it replaced 
by BlowerDoor GmbH. We recommend replacing the battery regularly every 4 years. 

A new, uncharged battery has an output voltage of 9V, a fully charged battery of 12 V. If the 
battery is damaged an output voltage of 7 to 8 V is measured. If this is the case, replace the 
battery. 

Troubleshooting the APT 

If communication between the laptop and the APT fails, check whether the ON / Off switch is set 
to ON. We recommend switching to OFF and then back to ON. 
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B.3 Fan 

BlowerDoor fans and their flow rings maintain their calibration as long as the distance of the 
motor relative to the fan housing does not exceed certain tolerances, the fan remains 
undamaged, and there are no undesired leakages in the flow sensor and the tubing. 

Regular checks of the motor clearance and the tightness of the flow sensor by the user are 
necessary. 

The German Association for Air Tightness in the Building Industry (FLiB e.V.) recommends a 
testing interval of four years for the fans. 

 

Testing the Motor Position 

The permissible distance of the motor from the fan housing (without flow rings) to the motor cap 
ranges from 9.5 mm to 15.9 mm. If these tolerances are exceeded, the fan can be sent to 
BlowerDoor GmbH for repairs.  

 

 

9,5 bis 15,9 mm 
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Checking the Flow Sensor 

The BlowerDoor fan is equipped with a pressure sensor (to determine the air flow from the fan 
pressure and the installed ring) manufactured out of thin stainless steel tubing, which is 
permanently attached to the end of the fan motor opposite the fan blades. 

Regularly perform a test for leaks in the BlowerDoor 
tubing. Find the 4 intentional pin holes in the stainless 
steel tubing on the back side of the sensor. 
Temporarily seal them, e.g. by covering them with 
masking tape. Attach a piece of tubing to the 
connection on the BlowerDoor fan electrical box 
marked in red (near the handle). Next, create a 
vacuum in the fan pressure tubing by sucking on the 
open end. A vacuum in the tubing assures that the 
flow sensor does not leak. If a vacuum cannot be 
created, send the fan in for repairs. Be sure to remove 
the tape from the sensor when you are finished testing 
for leaks. 

 

 

Cleaning the Fan 

Clean dust deposits at the motor, rings, blades, and housing with a damp cloth. 
 

B.4 Replacing the Speed Controller Fuse 

If the BlowerDoor fan (Model 4 and 4.1) does not 
react when the speed controller knob is turned, 
the fuse of the controller may have blown. 

Remove the face plates of the speed controller 
to open it. 

The fuse is located in a mounting fixture near the 
cable bushing (see photo). Take out the 
mounting and replace the blown fuse with a new 
5A F fuse 

Flow Sensor
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B.5 TECTITE Express Does Not Find  
the Pressure Gauge (APT / DG-700) 

The TECTITE Express software cannot conduct a measurement, if the APT or the DG-700 is not 
recognized. 

To connect the laptop to the pressure gauge (DG-700 or APT) you 
usually need a USB to serial adapter, since the now commercially 
available laptops are normally no longer equipped with a DB-9 serial 
COM port. Install the adapter on the laptop. Connect the USB plug to 
the laptop. WINDOWS automatically finds the new hardware and asks 
for the driver CD. Insert the adapter CD and follow the instructions on 
the screen. 

Then connect the pressure gauge (APT or DG-700) to the laptop and start the TECTITE Express 
software. If you still cannot conduct a measurement, because no communication link with the 
pressure gauge has been established (APT or DG-700), check the number of the virtual COM 
port for the adapter in WINDOWS. 

Access the Device Manager and check the COM and LPT ports. If the adapter is installed 
correctly, the name of the USB to Serial adapter should be followed by a COM port number, e.g. 
“USB Serial Port (COM 18)”. In the adapter advanced settings select a COM port between 1 and 
9 (TECTITE 3.6 and higher) or between 1 and 4 (earlier TECTITE Express versions). 
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Appendix C Our service offer 

Adjustment and manufacturer’s calibration of your pressure gauges 

Our pressure gauges should be adjusted and recalibrated once a year to maintain their high 
measuring accuracy, which significantly exceeds the specifications of the German Industrial and 
European Standard EN 13829. Have your pressure gauges regularly calibrated at our facility and 
receive an extended guarantee of your BlowerDoor Measurement System of 48 months in total 
from your date of purchase, as well as a 20% discount on your calibration. 

Seminars and in-house training 

In addition to the extensive seminar program covering aspects of an airtight building envelope 
offered by the Energie- und Umweltzentrums am Deister, BlowerDoor GmbH and its contract 
partners also provide individual training on site or on-demand webinars. Contact us for more 
information! 

Service at your construction site 

If required, we will lend our competence to support you in conducting a BlowerDoor measurement 
at your construction site. Contact us for an offer tailored to your needs! 

Listing in the national directory of providers of BlowerDoor measurements 

As a BlowerDoor testing team, your listing in our online database is free of charge. Contact us at 
info@blowerdoor.de if you would like an address entry, including your company logo (jpg file) and 
a link to your email address and website in our directory of BlowerDoor test providers. 

Advertising material for BlowerDoor testing teams 

Upon request, we support BlowerDoor testing teams with professional printable files on 
BlowerDoor measurements free of charge. The material will feature your own contact data and 
company logo. (View a sample at www.blowerdoor.com.) If interested, send us an e-mail with 
your complete address and your company logo as a jpg file in printable resolution to 
info@blowerdoor.de. 

Tech Support 

Should you have unexpected technical problems while conducting BlowerDoor measurements, 
our tech support team is available free of charge during our office hours at the following number: 
+49 (0)5044 97557 (chargeable call to German landline). 
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Guarantee 

Object of the guarantee: BlowerDoor Standard/BlowerDoor MultipleFan 

Besides the guarantee set forth in the law, BlowerDoor GmbH offers you a total of four years of 
guarantee for the complete BlowerDoor Measuring System (BlowerDoor measuring fan including 
reducing rings and fan cover, DG-700, mounting frame and nylon panel, speed controller, tube 
set, and accessory bag). The guarantee starts the day the measuring system is handed over and  
requires the annual calibration of the digital pressure gauges (DG-700) at a 12 to 15 month 
interval. It takes into account all claims under guarantee submitted to BlowerDoor GmbH in 
writing during the period of guarantee. 

Should a claim under guarantee require the measuring equipment to remain at the premises of 
BlowerDoor GmbH for more than 7 days, customers upon request will be loaned a corresponding 
replacement for the duration of the repairs. BlowerDoor GmbH will bear the cost of shipping to the 
client’s premises on the basis of standard cost of freight. Upon repair and on receipt of the 
repaired measuring device, customers shall send the measuring device loaned to them back to 
BlowerDoor GmbH at their own expense immediately. The costs as well as the risk of loss or 
damage on the way to or from the point where the claims under guarantee are accepted are 
borne by the respective shipping party. 

Claims under guarantee cannot be considered 

x when the measuring device or the object under guarantee has not been operated 
according to specifications, e.g. has not been properly handled or stored, in particular also 
when the operating instructions have not been observed or maintenance has been 
neglected, 

x when the measuring device or the object under guarantee has been opened or repaired by 
non-authorized workshops or other people, 

x when the measuring device or the object under guarantee shows damages that can be 
traced to wear or tear. 

In accordance with this guarantee, BlowerDoor GmbH shall only provide guarantee services if the 
guarantee case is immediately and without any delay communicated to BlowerDoor GmbH in 
writing. 

This guarantee shall not cover consequential damages, in particular financial losses for the 
customer caused by failure of the equipment. 

Upon completion of the guarantee service, ownership of the parts replaced shall fall to 
BlowerDoor GmbH. 

Process/Delivery 

Only BlowerDoor GmbH, Zum Energie- und Umweltzentrum 1 in 31832 Springe-Eldagsen/ 
Germany (Tel.: 0049 (0)5044 97540) shall be entitled to accept claims under guarantee. 
Customers shall send the faulty measuring device or component to BlowerDoor GmbH. 
BlowerDoor GmbH shall bear the cost of return shipping on the basis of standard cost of freight. 

The costs and risk of loss or damage on the way to or from the point where the claims under 
guarantee are received are borne by the respective shipping party. 


